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ABSTRACT
This paper presents our pioneering effort in addressing a new and re-
alistic scenario in multi-modal dialogue systems calledMulti-modal
Real-time Emotion Pre-recognition in Conversations (MREPC).
The objective is to predict the emotion of a forthcoming target
utterance that is highly likely to occur. We believe that this task can
enhance the dialogue system’s understanding of the interlocutor’s
state of mind, enabling it to prepare an appropriate response in
advance. However, addressing MREPC poses the following chal-
lenges: 1) Previous studies on emotion elicitation typically focus
on textual modality and perform sentiment forecasting within a
fixed contextual scenario. 2) Previous studies on multi-modal emo-
tion recognition aim to predict the emotion of existing utterances,
making it difficult to extend these approaches to MREPC due to
the absence of the target utterance. To tackle these challenges, we
construct two benchmark multi-modal datasets for MREPC and
propose a task-specific multi-modal contrastive pre-training ap-
proach1. This approach leverages large-scale unlabeledmulti-modal
dialogues to facilitate emotion pre-recognition for potential utter-
ances of specific target speakers. Through detailed experiments
and extensive analysis, we demonstrate that our proposed multi-
modal contrastive pre-training architecture effectively enhances
the performance of multi-modal real-time emotion pre-recognition
in conversations.

∗Corresponding author
1https://github.com/MANLP-suda/TCMP
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1 INTRODUCTION
Real-time emotion recognition in conversations (RERC) has be-
come more popular than static emotion recognition (SER)2 due
to its more realistic application prospects [31, 42], such as online
chatting, customer service, and dialogue systems in an ongoing
environment[1, 3, 19, 27, 34]. However, in the real-time scenario
of RERC, there is an interesting phenomenon: for example, in a
human-machine real-time conversation, assume that the machine
has responded to the user’s question or request. If we wait until the
user’s next utterance appears, then to predict the user’s emotion,
we are likely to get a bad utterance (negative emotion). This is not
conducive for us to evaluate the quality of the machine’s response
so that to modify the current reply of the machine in time if nec-
essary. As we know, a suitable response from a machine normally
provides a comfortable experience in dialogue systems [22–24].

To this end, we propose to pre-recognize the emotion of the target
speaker expressed in a potential target utterance (e.g., from the user
in a human-machine interactive system) yet to come, according to
the historical context only. For instance, in Figure 1(a), given the
distant and nearby context without target utterance, we want to
pre-recognize the emotion of the target speaker for the upcoming
2SER typically aims at completed dialogues, considering both past and future contexts
when predicting the emotion of one utterance. While, RERC can only consider the
past context of the target utterance [15, 42] since the conversation is ongoing.
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5: What?  I'm getting an ID.  This is 

why I'm here.  My wallet was stolen.

4: This form is a Z.X.four. You can't--  This is not 

the line for Z.X.four.  If you're going to fill out the 

Z.X.four, you need to have a different form of ID.

3: Well what's the problem?  

Let me change it.

2: Okay. But I didn't tell you to 

get in this line if you are filling 

out this particular form.M

F

1: You were standing at the 

beginning and you directed me.

(a)

(b)

Response utterance

Frustrated

3: What's the problem? 5: Can you believe that? 

Me, not a good kisser.

2: I did do it. I'm a professional.

1: Or you just do it.

Source utterance Target utterance

A potential utterance yet to come

4: ...Mr. Beatty comes up to me and he 

says, "Good actor. Bad kisser."

Distant

Context

Nearby

Context

Figure 1: (a) An example of multi-modal real-time emotion pre-recognition in conversations (MREPC). The possible target
utterance 5 is yet to come, but we attempt to forecast the emotion of the target speaker expressed in the potential upcoming
utterance 5 through its historical context (utterances 1-4). According to previous studies [20, 39], there is a short-term context
that mostly influences the emotion of a speaker, i.e., a nearby context, which is set by us with the two utterances most close
to the potential target utterance (e.g., the source utterance and response utterance, corresponding to utterances 3 and 4). To
distinguish the utterances before the nearby context, we also set them as the distant context (e.g., utterances 1 and 2). (b) A
dialogue segment in unlabelled multi-modal dialogues.

target utterance. In this way, the predicted emotion can help us
revise the response in advance, hoping that the target speaker
will have a positive emotion. Since we work in real-time scenarios
with dynamic historical context and with multi-modal features in
dialogue, we refer to our proposed task asmulti-modal real-time
emotion pre-recognition in conversations (MREPC). However, for
MREPC, we believe that there exist the following challenges at
least:

1) Previous studies of emotion elicitation [9, 39] normally focus
on textual modality only and perform sentiment forecasting in an
ideal context scenario (e.g., with only two utterances as context).
However, our introduced MREPC involves multiple modalities and
dynamic contexts according to real-life applications. This poses a
challenge to minimize the inconsistency between modalities for fea-
ture representation and adapt the dynamic context in conversations.
Due to the specificity of conversational interaction, conventional
task-agnostic pre-trained models for modality representation [35]
are more likely to be imperfect and ineffective for our task, e.g., only
using BERT [6] for conversation-level feature building. Besides, as
we know, non-linguistic information (e.g., audio) has been shown
as an excellent auxiliary emotional indicator [12, 43]. Therefore,
we believe that a decent task-related multi-modal representation of
the utterance in conversation is necessary for MREPC.

2) Previous studies of multi-modal emotion recognition [4, 13, 42]
aim to predict the emotion of a given (existing) utterance. However,
in our MREPC, we try to predict the emotion of the target speaker
expressed in a potential upcoming utterance, which is absent in
practice (e.g., the potential utterance 5 in Figure 1(a)) though we
call it target utterance. This poses a great challenge to extend the
traditional approaches [15, 42] to handle MREPC, since previous
studies require fusing the existing target utterance and its historical
context. While, in MREPC, we can only rely on the historical distant

and nearby contexts with dynamic utterances. In this scenario,
we can not make the target utterance attend to context and even
capture the target-relevant emotional information. Thus, we believe
that it is necessary to simulate a target utterance and make it related
to the historic context. For example, in Figure 1(a), it’s difficult to
speculate the emotion of the target utterance, due to the fact that
the target utterance is not existing and the historical context can
not provide adequate clues for emotion pre-recognition. While, a
complete conversation though unlabelled in Figure 1(b) may greatly
supply the empathic information for (a). This is mainly because
the two dialogues exhibit similar semantic and emotional contexts
(e.g., both own the question "what’s the problem?" and both give a
negative response to the question). On this basis, if we utilize (b)
to pre-train the utterance representation, we think that even if no
target utterance in (a), the learned contextual representation in (a)
is related to the non-existent but potential target utterance, where
the knowledge of real utterance 5 in (b) may be transferred to the
virtual target utterance 5 in (a).

To handle the above challenges, we propose a task-related con-
trastive multi-modal pre-training approach with large-scale unla-
belled multi-modal dialogues, namely TCMP. This approach can not
only address the task-dependent multi-modal representation but
also simulate the potential target utterance to transfer emotional
knowledge for better pre-recognizing the possible emotion of the
target speaker. Specifically, we first design a multi-modal repre-
sentation network to model historical nearby and distant context
properly, then obtain the general utterance and context represen-
tation. Second, we leverage unlabelled multi-modal dialogues to
make a text-audio inconsistent reduction and pre-train intra- and
inter-target utterance searching by contrastive learning, which
can achieve both potential target utterance simulation and task-
dependent multi-modal representation. Finally, we pre-recognize
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the emotion of the upcoming utterance from the target speaker,
based on the historical utterances with pre-trained multi-modal
representation. Overall, our main contributions can be summarized
as follows,

• We introduce a new multi-modal emotion analysis task, namely
multi-modal real-time emotion pre-recognition in conversations
(MREPC). To this end, we construct two datasets for MREPC from
the conventional multi-modal emotion recognition datasets IEMO-
CAP and MELD.
• We propose a novel task-related contrastive multi-modal pre-
training (TCMP) approach with large-scale unlabelled multi-modal
dialogues for MREPC. This approach can well tackle the challenges
of both task-related multi-modal representation and the absence of
potential target utterance.
• We conduct extensive experiments and detailed analysis on two
multi-modal datasets, which show that task-dependent contrastive
pre-training on unlabelled multi-modal dialogues helps build the
task-related multi-modal representation and alleviates the defi-
ciency of non-existing target utterance and the scarcity of labelled
data.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we mainly overview the most related works about
our MREPC from the following three perspectives:

2.1 Emotion Recognition in Conversations
Many studies with focus on static emotion recognition, such as
[5, 8, 13, 17, 25, 29, 45, 46], leverage past and future context to
speculate the emotion of the existing target utterance in the textual
or multi-modal scenario. Recently, textual [7, 15] and multi-modal
approaches [33, 42] observe the practical applications of real-time
emotion recognition in conversations (RERC), which only leverage
the past context to detect the target utterance emotion.

However, all the above studies are completely designed for emo-
tion recognition of an existing target utterance, not emotion pre-
recognition of the target speaker expressed in a possible upcoming
utterance. In other words, for MREPC, we lack the target utter-
ance and can only depend on the historical context. Therefore, we
propose to only utilize historical context and try to identify the
emotion of a potential upcoming utterance in a conversation.

2.2 Emotion Elicitation
Several studies [23, 24] have demonstrated that emotion elicitation
can facilitate textual dialogue generation. To this end, Hasegawa
et al. [9] tries to predict the emotion of the addressee and generate
a response that elicits a specific emotion in the addressee’s mind.
Subsequently, Wang et al. [39] also set an ideal context (i.e., with
only two utterances as context) to forecast the binary emotion of
the third utterance.

However, these approaches not only have no ability to handle
multiple modalities but also can not model the dynamic context
and perform multi-class emotion prediction. Therefore, we propose
to construct a multi-modal architecture and focus on forecasting
the emotion of the target speaker expressed in the potential target
utterance yet to come.

2.3 Multi-modal Pre-training in Dialogues
Although the pre-training strategies on text have been utilized in
several studies of textual emotion analysis in dialogues [18, 37],
to our best knowledge, multi-modal pre-training approaches have
never been employed in multi-modal emotion analysis in dialogues.
Only recently, some multi-modal pre-training approaches are in-
troduced in multi-modal dialogue generation. Shuster et al. [36]
incorporate various image fusion schemes and employ domain-
adaptive pre-training and fine-tuning strategies for open-domain
dialogue systems. Li et al. [21] utilize a combination of several
fundamental experts to address multiple dialogue-related tasks,
then introduce a pre-training schema with limited dialogue and
extensive non-dialogue multi-modal data, In this way, they can en-
hance the understanding and generation capabilities of multi-modal
dialogues.

However, all the above approaches are difficult to be directly
applied in multi-modal emotion analysis regarding conversational
scenarios. On the one hand, textual pre-training approaches to tra-
ditional emotion analysis can not handle the multi-modal feature
fusion and the absence problem of the potential target utterance
in our MREPC. On the other hand, multi-modal pre-training ap-
proaches to dialogue generation can not well achieve task-related
multi-modal representation learning and the lacking problem of
the possible target utterance in our MREPC as well. Therefore, we
resort to external unlabeled multi-modal dialogues to enrich the
multi-modal representation and ultimately simulate the potential
target utterance by pre-training.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce our proposed TCMP approach from
the following aspects: 1) Task Definition; 2) Modality Encoding and
Dialogue Representation; 3) Task-related Contrastive Multi-modal
Pre-training; 4) Multi-modal Real-time Emotion Pre-recognition.

3.1 Task Definition
We define the following notations, used throughout the paper. Let
D = {𝑢1, 𝑢2, · · · , 𝑢𝑁−2, 𝑢𝑁−1, 𝑢𝑁 , [𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘]𝑁+1} be the set of a dia-
logue, where 𝑁 is the number of historical utterances. Each utter-
ance involves two utterance-aligned modalities, i.e., textual (t) and
acoustic (a) modalities, which can be defined as 𝑢𝑖 = {𝑢𝑡

𝑖
, 𝑢𝑎

𝑖
}. 𝑢𝑡

𝑖
and 𝑢𝑎

𝑖
denote the word/frame-level sequences of text and audio,

respectively.
To adapt the different influence degrees of context, we sepa-

rate the historical utterances into distant C𝑑 ({𝑢1, · · · , 𝑢𝑁−2}) and
nearby context C𝑛 (e.g., source and response, corresponding to
𝑢𝑁−1 and 𝑢𝑁 ), respectively. [𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘]𝑁+1 is the potential target ut-
terance and will not be given in the whole task, just its emotion
label 𝑒𝑁+1 will be set as our predicting target of MREPC. Note that
the speakers of source 𝑢𝑁−1 and target [𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘]𝑁+1 utterance are
the same.

The MREPC task in conversations aims to pre-recognize the
emotion state𝑦 (aka. 𝑒𝑁+1) of a possible target utterance in position
𝑁+1 based on the availablemulti-modal historical utterances𝑢{1:𝑁 }
(aka. C𝑑 and C𝑛). 𝑦 belongs to a finite emotion label set E. Our goal
is to achieve the conditional probability for the emotion of the
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HuBERT
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Distant Context Interaction 

Pooling Pooling Pooling Pooling
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...
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Based on Text, Which is the 

next Target Utterance
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next Target Utterance

...

Candidates

c1 c2 c3

...

1

T2T

c1 c2 c3 Candidates

...

1 A2A

c1 c2 c3 Candidates

...

1 M2M

c2. Hey, everybody. Happy 

Thanksgiving.

c3. I'm sorry, do I know 

you?

c4. So you and Rach tonight, 

huh?

…

Candidate Utterances
c1. Are you kidding? I love 

that guy!

c5. 

 







 e1 e2 e3 Emotion

...

1
Probability

M
L

P

Multi-modal Emotion Pre-recognition

Pt

Pa

Pm

Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 1

Nearby context utterances

Audio

Text



GRU GRU GRU...

GRU GRU GRU...

GRU GRU GRU...

Fused 

Modality



Contrastive Text-

Audio  Consistency 

Loss 

Figure 2: The overall architecture of our proposed approach TCMP. In the pre-training stage on unlabeled multi-modal
dialogues, the target utterance is masked for conducting correct target utterance searching. In the fine-tuning and testing
stages, the target utterance does not exist for our MREPC task.

potential (𝑁+1)-th utterance:

𝑝 (𝑦 |D) = 𝑝 (𝑒𝑁+1 |𝐶𝑑 ,𝐶𝑛) (1)

3.2 Dialogue Representation and Context
Interactions

Modality Encoding. As shown in Figure 2, We first feed the text
and audio utterances into two different pre-trained encoders, BERT
and HuBERT. Here, BERT[6] as a language model and HuBERT[11]
as an acoustic model has excellent feature extraction capability for
text and audio.

Formally,

𝑇 𝑡𝑖 = BERT(𝑢𝑡𝑖 ) 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 𝑁 } (2)
𝑇𝑎𝑖 = HuBERT(𝑢𝑎𝑖 ) 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 𝑁 } (3)

where 𝑇 𝑡
𝑖
and 𝑇𝑎

𝑖
represent the hidden state sequences of text and

audio at the 𝑖-th utterance, respectively.
Utterance Representation. Then we refine the word/frame-

level features with pooling and receive the utterance-level repre-
sentation,

𝐻
{𝑡,𝑎}
𝑖

= MaxPool(𝑇 {𝑡,𝑎}
𝑖

) +MeanPool(𝑇 {𝑡,𝑎}
𝑖

) (4)

As above mentioned, we separate the hidden state into distant𝐻𝑐

and nearby (e.g., source𝐻𝑠 and response𝐻𝑟 ) context representation,
respectively. Formally:

𝐻𝑐 , 𝐻𝑠 , 𝐻𝑟 = 𝐻{1:𝑁−2} , 𝐻𝑁−1, 𝐻𝑁 (5)

Utterance-level Context Interaction. Subsequently, we fused
the text and audio features and leverage GRU to capture the tempo-
ral and semantic relation among utterances as follows:

𝐻𝑚 = 𝑊𝑚 (𝐻𝑡
𝑖 ⊕𝐻

𝑎
𝑖 )+𝑏𝑚, 𝑖 ∈ {1,2,· · ·,𝑁} (6)

�̂�𝛽 = GRU𝛽 (𝐻𝛽 ) (7)

where 𝛽 = {𝑡, 𝑎,𝑚}.𝑊𝑚 ∈ R2𝑑×𝑑 and 𝐻𝑚 ∈ R𝑁×𝑑 is the fused
modality feature.

Distant andNearbyContext Interaction. Finally, we build the
context representation from the whole context for our ultimate task
emotion pre-recognition. As in previous studies [20], the nearby
context serves as the most direct stimulus for emotional expression.
Based on this, we attempt to make the nearby context attend to the
distant context, thus forming a contextual representation dominated
by the nearby context.

First, we also utilize GRU to acquire emotion-driven clues in the
distant context.

𝐶𝛽 = GRU𝛽 (�̂�𝛽
𝑐 ) (8)

Then, we take the nearby context (concatenating the representa-
tions of the source and response utterances) as a query, and search
for the relevant information in the distant context by soft attention,
defined as follows:

𝑄𝛽 = (𝐻𝛽
𝑠 ⊕ 𝐻𝛽

𝑟 )𝑊𝑞𝛽 + 𝑏𝑞𝛽 (9)

𝑃𝛽 = Attention(𝑄𝛽 ,𝐶𝛽 ) (10)

where𝑊𝑞𝛽 ∈ R2𝑑×𝑑 is trainable parametermatrices. 𝑃𝛽 ∈ R{1,1,1}×𝑑
are the final representation for pre-recognizing the upcoming emo-
tion.
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u1: I hate this apartment!

u2: I hate the color of these 

walls!I hate that this place still 

smells like bird!

u3: I hate that singing guy!

u4: [Text Mask]

c2.Hey, everybody. Happy 

Thanksgiving.

c3.I'm sorry, do I know 

you?

c4.So you and Rach tonight, 

huh?

  Text

Candidate Utterances

c1.Are you kidding? I love that 

guy!

Historcial Context

  Audio

 

 

Select one utterance 

from other unlabelled 

dialogues randomly









Noisy Utterance 1 

in other dialogues 

Noisy Utterance

   in other 

dialogues

Noisy Utterance 2 

in other dialogues 

Noisy Utterance 3 

in other dialogues 

      [Audio Mask]

Figure 3: A sample of T2T (aka. Text2Text), A2A (aka. Au-
dio2Audio) and M2M (aka. FusedModality2FusedModality)
searching.

3.3 Task-related Contrastive Multi-modal
Pre-training

Since the novel task MREPC lacks target utterance, we try to learn
the target utterance representation by simulating in contrastive
multi-modal pre-training. Specifically, we resort to the large-scale
unlabelled dialogues and design a novel pre-training task by con-
trastive learning, namely target utterance searching (TUS). This
pre-training task aims to search for the true target utterance from
an utterance set (one true and multiple noise-sampled utterances).
This process is inspired by negative sampling [26] and text-based
pre-training study [14]. In this way, the utterance representation
can absorb the external large-scale dialogue knowledge and make
a directivity to the target utterance.

For details, we sample 𝑘 − 1 noise utterances elsewhere, along
with the true target utterance, to form a set of𝑘 candidate utterances.
The 𝑘 − 1 noise candidate utterances come from conversations in
random videos, resampled at each training step. Figure 3 illustrates
a sample of the searching process. As shown in the sample, given
the historical utterances (𝑢1, 𝑢2, 𝑢3) in conversation, the searching
process is required to judge which is the true utterance among
candidates at position 𝑢4.

Here, we separate TUS into two sub-tasks, i.e., intra- and inter-
modal target utterance searching (Intra-TUS and inter-TUS) for
exploiting the intra- and inter-modal interactions among utterances.

Intra-modal Target Utterance Searching. To capture the
intra-modal interactions among dialogues for MREPC, we first
perform intra-modal target utterance searching (Intra-TUS). Our
designed sub-task Intra-TUS contains two kinds: 1) From the tex-
tual context only, searching the true target utterance among textual
candidates (Text2Text); 2) From the acoustic context only, searching
the true target utterance among acoustic candidates (Audio2Audio).

To obtain the candidate representation, we feed candidate ut-
terances into encoders as formula (2-3) with pooling functions.
And ultimately we get the 𝐾𝑡 , 𝐾𝑎 ∈ R𝑘×𝑑 , as textual and acoustic
candidates representation.

To this end, we utilize the context representation 𝑃 {𝑡,𝑎} , as for-
mula 10, to search for the most suitable one to fill the target position.
To capture the matching degree, we adopt the dot-product with a

...

...

...

...

...

.
 .
  .

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

Figure 4: Contrastive Text-Audio Consistency Loss. T:Text,
A:Audio

sigmoid function as follows:

𝑠𝑡→𝑡
𝑖 = 𝜎 ((𝑃𝑡 )⊤𝐾𝑡

𝑖 ) 𝑖 ∈ {1,2, · · · , 𝑘} (11)
𝑠𝑎→𝑎
𝑖 = 𝜎 ((𝑃𝑎)⊤𝐾𝑎

𝑖 ) 𝑖 ∈ {1,2, · · · , 𝑘} (12)

where 𝑠𝑡→𝑡 and 𝑠𝑎→𝑎 both ∈ R1×𝑘 denote Text2Text and Au-
dio2Audio matching scores, respectively. 𝜎 (𝑥) = 1

1+exp(−𝑥 ) ∈
(0, 1).

Inter-modal Target Utterance Searching. To capture the
inter-modal interactions among dialogues, we simultaneously per-
form inter-modal target utterance searching (Inter-TUS). Our de-
signed sub-task Inter-TUS: From the fusedmulti-modal context only,
we want to search the true fused multi-modal target among fused
multi-modal candidates (FusedModality2FusedModality, M2M for
short).

Similarly, the matching degree computing can be defined as
follows,

𝑠𝑚→𝑚
𝑖 =𝜎 ((𝑃𝑚)⊤𝐾𝑚

𝑖 ) 𝑖 ∈ {1,2, . . . , 𝑘} (13)

where 𝑠𝑚→𝑚 ∈ R1×𝑘 . 𝐾𝑚 is obtained by processing the candidates,
as formula (2-3,6) with pooling.

Contrastive Loss of Target Utterance Searching. We adopt
cross-entropy loss function for intra- and inter-TUS as follows:

L𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 = − log(𝑠𝑡→𝑡
𝑖 · 𝑠𝑎→𝑎

𝑖 ) (14)

+
∑︁

𝑗∈{1,2,· · · ,𝑘 }−𝑖
log(𝑠𝑡→𝑡

𝑗 · 𝑠𝑎→𝑎
𝑗 )

L𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 = − log(𝑠𝑚→𝑚
𝑖 ) (15)

+
∑︁

𝑗∈{1,2,· · · ,𝑘 }−𝑖
log(𝑠𝑚→𝑚

𝑗 )

L𝐼 𝐼 = L𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 + L𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 (16)

where {1, 2, · · · , 𝑘} − 𝑖 denotes the first set excluding the element 𝑖 .
Here, 𝑖 is the position of the true target utterance in candidates.

Contrastive Loss of Text-Audio Consistency. Since the text
and audio exhibit inconsistent semantic spaces, we try to alleviate
the gap between them. Inspired by CLIP [32], we further define
the contrastive loss to bridge the consistency between text and
audio. Figure 4 illustrates the building status of this loss, which is
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Table 1: The statistics of our reconstructed MREPC datasets, i.e., P-IEM and P-MELD. Fru: frustrated, Exc: excited, Neu: neutral,
Ang: angry, Sad: sad, Hap: happy, oth: other Pos: positive, Neg: negative

Dataset P-IEM P-MELD
NU ADL AWL Fru Exc Neu Ang Sad Hap oth NU ADL AWL Pos Neg Neu

train 4512 19.5 13.1 731 864 348 521 1335 592 121 4687 4.7 9.9 1009 1536 2142
dev 1737 19.8 13.7 401 215 57 109 592 317 46 506 4.7 10.0 111 199 196
test 1861 19.8 13.9 375 341 131 241 549 180 44 1178 4.7 9.9 237 405 536

Table 2: The statistics of the unlabelled multi-modal dia-
logues dataset (UMD). NU: The number of utterances, ADL:
Avg. dialogue length, AWL: Avg. word length

Dataset UMD
NU ADL AWL

Train 74,427 363.1 8.8
Dev 5,438 362.5 8.8
Test 5,039 359.0 8.9

formulated as follows:

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠 = 𝐻𝑡 · (𝐻𝑎)⊤ (17)

Lℎ = −
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

log
exp𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠 [𝑖,𝑖 ]∑𝑁
𝑗=1 exp𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠 [𝑖, 𝑗 ]

(18)

L𝑣 = −
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

log
exp𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠 [𝑖,𝑖 ]∑𝑁
𝑗=1 exp𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠 [ 𝑗,𝑖 ]

(19)

Lℎ𝑣 = (Lℎ + L𝑣)/2 (20)

where 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑠 ∈ R𝑁×𝑁 is the consistent scores. Lℎ is the horizontal
loss and L𝑣 is the vertical loss.

Total Pre-training Loss. We combine the above two losses
together as follows:

L𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ZL𝐼 𝐼 + [Lℎ𝑣 (21)

where Z and [ are two weighted hyper-parameters.

3.4 Multi-modal Real-time Emotion
Pre-recognition

After contrastive multi-modal pre-training on unlabelled multi-
modal dialogues, we start transferring the pre-trained task-related
representation to ourmulti-modal real-time emotion pre-recognition
task (MREPC).

Pre-recognition.As shown in Figure 2, we append a multi-layer
perceptron network (aka MLP) followed by a 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 function to
pre-recognize the probability distribution of emotions, defined as
follows:

𝑈 =𝜌 (𝜚 ((𝑃𝑡 ⊕𝑃𝑚⊕𝑃𝑎)𝑊1+𝑏1)𝑊2 + 𝑏2)) (22)

where𝑊1 ∈ R3𝑑×𝑑 and𝑊2 ∈ R𝑑×|E | . 𝜌 and 𝜚 denote the activation
function 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑇𝑎𝑛ℎ respectively.𝑈 ∈ R1×|E | denotes the
probability of each category and |E | is the number of emotion
categories.

Loss of MREPC. Since the distribution of categories is imbal-
anced, we adopt a weighted categorical cross-entropy loss function
to optimize the model parameters:

J = −𝜔 (𝑦) · 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑈 𝑦) (23)

where𝑈 𝑦 is the predicted probability of true emotion𝑦. The weight
vector𝜔 is inversely proportional to the ratio of emotion categories
and 𝜔 (𝑦) is the weight of emotion 𝑦.

4 EXPERIMENTATION
In this section, we conduct systematical experiments to evalu-
ate our proposed TCMP approach to MREPC task on two newly-
constructed datasets.

4.1 Datasets
Dataset. There exist two kinds of data we used in this paper: unla-
belled data for pre-training and labelled data for MREPC.

Unlabelled Multi-modal Dialogues. Our unlabelled multi-
modal dialogues data is collected from TV series Friends, namely
UMD. Each dialogue contains many utterances, and each utterance
contains text and audio by separating the video. Table 2 shows the
statistics of the unlabelled multi-modal dialogues data. We pre-train
the model with 74427 utterances, which is far beyond the length of
the labelled dialogue dataset.

Muti-modal Emotion Pre-recognition Datasets.We evaluate
our proposed approach TCMP on two multi-modal dialogue emo-
tion datasets, namely P-IEM and P-MELD. 1) P-IEM comes from
IEMOCAP[2]: A multimodal conversational dataset for emotion
recognition, which includes nine classes: neutral, happy, sad, angry,
frustrated, surprised, fear, disgusted and excited. 2) P-MELD comes
from MELD [30]: A multimodal dataset for emotion recognition
collected from the TV show Friends, which contains three coarse-
grained classes: positive, neutral, negative. To adapt our emotion
pre-recognition task, we reconstruct both datasets. We control the
speaker of the source utterance speaker to be the same as that of
the target utterance and set the emotion of target utterance from
target speaker as the final label for pre-recognition. The complete
example can refer to Figure 1(a). Note that the target utterance in
each sample is masked. The statistics summary of them are shown
in Table 1.

4.2 Experimental Settings
Implementation Details. We implement our approach via Py-
torch toolkit (torch-1.1.0) with a piece of GeForce RTX 3090. The
hidden size 𝑑 in our model is 768. Besides, we utilize the dropout
regularization [38] to avoid overfitting and set the maximum norm
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of gradient clipping [28] as 5.0. During training, we set the epochs
of model as 50 and test its performance on the validation set. Once
the training is finished, we choose the model with the bestWA score
on the validation set and evaluate its performance on the test set.
We use the Adam [16] optimization method to minimize the loss
over the training data. For the hyper-parameter of Adam optimizer,
we have the following settings: 1) For contrastive pre-training, we
set the learning rate as 2e-6 for pre-trained Modules BERT and
HuBERT and 2e-4 for other parameters. 2) for fine-tuning, we set
the learning rate as 2e-6 for pre-trained Modules BERT and Hu-
BERT and 2e-5 for other parameters. The two step training Adam
optimizer contains two momentum parameters of 𝛽1 and 𝛽2, 0.9 and
0.999 respectively. For the hyper-parameter setting of loss, Z = 0.5
and [ = 0.5.

EvaluationMetrics.To evaluate the performance of pre-training,
we report the top-k ranking performance on TUS, following the
previous pre-training approaches [14, 40, 47]. And we adopt the
mainstream evaluation metrics: R5@1, R5@2, R11@1, and R11@2.
Formally,

𝑅𝑘@𝑚 =

∑𝑚
𝑖=1 b𝑖∑𝑘
𝑖=1 b𝑖

(24)

where 𝑅𝑘@𝑚 is the recall of the true positives among 𝑚 best-
matched answers from 𝑘 available candidates for the potential
target utterance in a conversation. The variable b𝑖 represents the
binary label for each candidate, i.e., 1 for the correct one and 0 for
the noisy ones. .

To evaluate our main task MREPC, we refer to previous works
of ERC [8, 10, 25] and emotion elicitation [9, 39] by adopting the
macro-averaged 𝐹1 score, average accuracy (AA) and weighted
accuracy (WA).

4.3 Baselines
For a thorough comparison, we also implement the state-of-the-
art (SOTA) of multi-modal ERC by adjusting them to our pre-
recognition task, besides the approach of emotion elicitation. In
our implementation of these SOTA, we cast the nearby context as
the target utterance and the distant context as the complete his-
torical context. We believe that the primary motivation for this
modification is consistent with our approach.
• PEE [9] mainly aims to investigate two novel tasks: predicting
the emotion of the addressee and generating a response that elicits
a specific emotion in the addressee’s mind. For emotion prediction,
the paper constructs a one-versus-the-rest classifier by combin-
ing eight binary classifiers. Considering this approach conducted
only on textual modality, we fuse the multiple modalities as input.
Besides, we also report the results on text only, with the marker
PEE-Text.
• NSF [39] propose a Neural Sentiment Forecasting (NSF) model
to address inherent challenges of target utterance unknown (yet
to come). Note that NSF only serves in text-based conversation
scenarios with an ideal context. In our implementation, we append
a powerful encoder (i.e., BERT and HuBERT) to the model and fuse
the multiple modalities as input. Then we mark the results with
NSF-our impl. Besides, we also report the results on text only,
with the marker NSF-Text-our impl..

Table 3: The performance of target utterance searching (TUS)
in pre-training with different perspectives. The intra-modal
part comes from our model which only calculates the intra-
modal TUS loss (Eq. 14), while the inter-modal part only cal-
culates the inter-modal TUS loss (Eq. 15). Multi-modal part
denotes that both the intra- and inter-modal TUS loss are
calculated simultaneously (Eq. 16). Note that higher scores
mean better experimental results. T2T: Text2Text, A2A: Au-
dio2Audio, M2M: FusedModality2FusedModality.

Approaches TUS 𝑅5@1 𝑅5@2 𝑅11@1 𝑅11@2

Intra-modal T2T 41.18 63.74 24.60 40.13
A2A 96.38 97.20 96.89 96.93

Inter-modal M2M 80.82 82.79 79.96 80.91

Multi-modal

T2T 45.36 67.12 27.88 41.70
A2A 87.57 89.59 86.05 87.50
M2M 90.59 92.84 89.33 90.46

• AGHMN [15] proposes a gated hierarchical memory network for
real-time emotion recognition in conversations. Note AGHMN only
serves in text-based conversation scenarios. In our implementation,
we fuse the multiple modalities as input. Besides, we also report
the results on text only, with the marker AGHMN-Text.
• DialogXL [35] proposes an all-in-one XLNet model for multi-
party conversation emotion recognition, with enhanced memory
to store longer historical context and dialog-aware self-attention to
deal with the multi-party structures. DialogXL still serves in text-
based conversation and is applied in real-time emotion recognition.
We fuse the multiple modalities as input and report the results with
the marker DialogXL. Meantime, we also report the results on text
only, with the marker DialogXL-Text. In our implementation, we
adjust the parameter settings and make the pre-trained module
XLNet adapted to the new task. Then we mark the results with
DialogXL-our impl.
• BiDDIN [42] proposes a bidirectional dynamic dual influence
network for real-time emotion detection in conversations, which
can simultaneously model both intra- and inter-modal influence.
• MMGCN [13] proposes a new model based on a multi-modal
fused graph convolutional network for utilizing both multi-modal
and long-distance contextual information effectively.
• MDI [44] propose a Multi-modal Multi-scene Multi-label Emo-
tional Dialogue dataset and a general Multimodal Dialogue-aware
Interaction framework to model the dialogue context for emotion
recognition. In our implementation, we append a powerful encoder
(i.e., BERT and HuBERT) to the model and adjust the parameter
settings. Then, we mark the results with MDI-our impl.

4.4 Experimental Results
Pre-training Results. Table 3 shows the performance of our
pre-training. on the test set of unlabelled multi-modal dialogues
data(UMD). The results show that our multi-modal pre-training
approach outperforms intra-modal approaches in some metrics, es-
pecially in T2T and M2M. For instance, 𝑅5@1 and 𝑅5@2 of T2T in
multi-modal approach increase significantly by 4.2% and 3.4% com-
pared to that of intra-modal. While, audio related scores perform
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Table 4: The performance of different approaches for MREPC task. Text: only utilize textual modality. our impl.: implementing
our modified setting for the corresponding approach.

Modality Approaches P-MELD P-IEM
WA AA F1 WA AA F1

Text

PPE-Text 45.5 33.3 20.9 29.4 10.0 4.5
NSF-Text-our impl. 48.6 41.3 35.6 45.2 17.9 12.0
AGHMN-Text 43.4 36.4 32.1 41.7 20.7 19.4
DialogXL-Text 45.5 33.3 20.9 44.9 20.5 18.8

Text+Audio

PPE[9] 43.3 33.9 29.2 34.8 12.6 9.3
NSF-our impl. [39] 49.2 41.3 36.4 44.4 17.5 11.7
AGHMN [15] 44.7 33.7 30.5 35.4 13.1 9.5
DialogXL [35] 42.4 35.3 31.3 45.3 21.1 18.3
DialogXL-our impl. 46.3 36.9 32.5 48.8 27.9 26.4
BiDDIN [42] 42.2 34.4 30.5 34.3 14.7 12.7
MMGCN [13] 46.5 34.6 24.7 36.9 22.8 20.5
MDI-our impl. [44] 46.7 40.0 35.2 42.6 17.3 11.8
TCMP(ours) 50.1 41.5 38.9 53.9 28.2 27.4

Table 5: The performance of single-modal and multi-modal
ablated approaches on both datasets. -Pre denotes the pre-
trained approach. w/o Dist denotes the elimination of distant
context.

Approaches P-MELD P-IEM
WA AA F1 WA AA F1

Text w/o Dist 49.2 41.2 36.7 44.8 17.8 11.9
Text 49.5 41.7 36.9 44.6 17.6 11.8
Text-Pre 49.3 41.1 37.8 48.9 21.2 18.8
Text+Audio w/o Dist 48.4 41.5 37.1 46.0 19.6 15.8
Text+Audio 49.6 42.1 36.8 52.7 27.3 26.8
TCMP(ours) 50.1 41.5 38.9 53.9 28.2 27.4

better than text-related counterparts, e.g., A2A better than M2M,
and greatly better than T2T. This is mainly because audio contains
some phonological clues, such as the same timbre of the speaker
and the tone of voice, supporting the judgment of which is the
next (target) utterance. These improvements in the multi-modal ap-
proach demonstrate that training with both intra- and inter-modal
interaction simultaneously can help modalities complement each
other and our multi-modal pre-training strategy is meaningful and
applicable.

Emotion Pre-recognition Results. Table 4 shows the results
of different approaches for MREPC on uni-modal and multi-modal
data.

For uni-modal(aka textual) approaches, we observed that some
text-based baselines perform worse than their multi-modal coun-
terparts, e.g., PPE, but some perform the opposite, e.g., AGHMN.
This is mainly because acoustic modality may not only enrich the
semantic information, but sometimes also brings much noise to
textual modality inevitably.

For multi-modal approaches, we observe that 1) multi-modal ap-
proach MMGCN performs better than the modality concatenating
approaches AGHMN and PPE (originally text-domain approaches)

in most metrics. This is mainly because the multi-modal approach
MMGCN has advantages to dealing with multiple modalities, com-
pared to uni-modal(e.g, textual) approaches. 2) Though DialogXL
is not applicable to multi-modal scenario, the pre-trained module
XLNet[41] in DialogXL still have its efficiency. We modified the
approach and implement our parameters, finding that DialogXL-
our impl. performs much better than MLGCN. 3) Multi-modal
approach BiDDIN performs worse than AGHMN and DialogXL.
This clearly reveals that BiDDIN may not have the ability to han-
dle non-existing target utterance in MREPC task. 4) Among all the
approaches, our proposed TCMP performs the best significantly.
Especially on P-IEM, TCMP outperforms DialogXL-our impl. by
5.1%, 0.3%, 1.0% with respect to WA, AA and F1 respectively. We
speculate that there are some reasons as follows: 1) Our approach
minimizes the inconsistency between modalities and adapts dy-
namic context in conversations. 2) We absorb some external knowl-
edge from large-scale unlabelled multi-modal dialogues and learn
to simulate a target utterance related to the potential upcoming
utterance by contrastive pre-training.

5 ANALYSIS
In this section, we give a further investigation of some experimental
results in Table 5.

Ablation Study. 1) To illustrate the significance of multiple
modalities, we compare the multi-modal approaches and their uni-
modal counterparts upon two datasets. Here, we clearly find that
multi-modal approaches perform better than uni-modal approaches.
This mainly because our approach can help modalities complement
each other and have a strong ability of multi-modal representation
constructing.

2) To illustrate the impact of our contrastive pre-training method
deeply, we compare the pre-trained approaches and their non-pre-
trained counterparts. From this table , we observe that pre-trained
approaches perform better than their non-pre-trained counterparts
significantly in the textual or multi-modal scenario. For instance
on dataset P-IEM, Text-Pre outperforms Text by 4.3%, 3.6%, and
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 1:Were you in Chicago?

AGHMN

MMGCN

Text+Audio

TMCP

Golden Frustrated

3: nothing is impossible 

4: it s not fair 

 1: I went to school and I got my degree 

and I got a job 

(a)

Frustrated

1: What's he going to say? Maybe we 

should tell him before he sees it.

Angry

Frustrated

 2: He saw it.

3: How could he see it?  I was the first 

one up.  He was still in bed.

4: he was out here when it broke 

5: when ?

Sad

(b)

Sad

Frustrated

Neutral

Surprise

Sad

(c)

Dialogues

Excited

2: I mean I just do not know if you do not 

have a lot of qualification, where do you 

find work ? it s  so frustrating because if 

you don t know somebody you can not get 

a job, its totally discriminatory you have 

to know somebody

6: I don't know.  I guess next summer.

3: Downtown, was it beautiful? of course 

it was beautiful

Excited

Happy

Neutral

Neutral

5: What a guy.  I can't believe it.  So 

okay, so do you know any details?  

When's it going to be?  Anything?

4: Yeah. so beautiful, full moon.

2: Mm-hmm.

Figure 5: The predictions of three cases by AGHMN, MMGCN, Text+Audio, and TCMP.

7.0% with respect to WA, AA and F1 respectively. While, TCMP
increases 1.2%, 0.9%, and 0.6% compared with Text+Audio. This
illustrates that pre-training with large-scale unlabelled dialogues
enriches the modality representation and promotes semantic and
empathic expression.

3) To illustrate the necessity of distant context, we ablate the
distant context. From this table, we observe that removing the dis-
tant context significantly decreases the performance. Especially
on P-IEM, Text+Audio w/o Dist performs lower than Text+Audio
by 6.7%, 7.7% and 11.0% intuitively. This indicates that the distant
context incorporates much empathic information. Our approach
is capable of only utilizing historical utterances (e.g, distant and
nearby context) in a dynamic context and can excellently capture
the empathic relevant information in distant context with the assis-
tance of nearby context.

Case Study.Wepresent three cases in Figure 5.We can obviously
realize that: In example (a), AGHMN gives a wrong emotion pre-
diction of "Angry", owing to the disability of handling multi-modal
dynamics, i.e., intra- and inter-modal interactions. In example (b),
AGHMN and MMGCN both predict an error aspect. This is mainly
because both approaches are devoted to the emotion recognition
task, not to the MREPC task, which can not handle the dynamic
context well without the assistance of the target utterance. In ex-
ample (c), we found that all the approaches except TMCP predict
incorrectly, suggesting that without pre-training to simulate the
target utterance and absorb some external semantic information
from large-scale unlabelled dialogues, the performance decreases
obviously.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a task-related multi-modal contrastive
pre-training approach with large-scale unlabelled multi-modal dia-
logues to emotion pre-recognition for the potential utterance of a

specific target speaker. Our approach can not only model the mul-
tiple modalities and dynamic context, but also wisely make a task-
related pre-training to simulate the non-existing target utterance.
Besides, TCMP absorbs external unlabelled dialogue knowledge,
alleviating the scarcity of labelled pre-recognition datasets.

In our further work, we will enlarge our unlabelled multi-modal
dialogue data for better pre-training performance and extend our
approach to more multi-modal dialogue scenarios, such as inten-
tional understanding and conversation management. Furthermore,
we would like to investigate other approaches (e.g., reinforcement
learning and few-shot learning) to better improve the performance
of MREPC.
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